We show that there is a correlation between the invariant mass of the pro- 
Since the discovery 1 of hyperon polarization (P H ) in inclusive production processes at high energies, there has been constant interest in studying the origin of this effect, both experimentally 2 and theoretically [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . It is now an established experimental fact that, in high energy hadron-hadron or hadron-nucleus collisions, the produced hyperons are polarized transversely to the production plane, although neither the projectiles nor the targets are polarized before the collisions. A large number of experiments on the inclusive production processes show that the polarization is significantly different from zero in the fragmentation regions for moderately large transverse momenta. The magnitude of the polarization increase with increasing x F and p ⊥ , where x F ≡ 2p / √ s is the Feynman-x, s is the total center of mass energy squared, p and p ⊥ are respectively the longitudinal and transverse component of the momentum of the produced hyperon.
Recently, further progresses have been achieved in experimental studies. An interesting program has been established by E766 Collaboration at Brookheaven National Laboratory (BNL) to study Λ polarization P Λ in different specific reaction channels. The first experiment has already been carried out We recall that the invariant mass of ΛK + -system is defined as the total energy in their center of mass (c.m.) system, i.e.,
where m K and m Λ are their masses, p * is their momentum in the c.m. frame of this particle system. It is obvious that, M ΛK increases with increasing p * . Large value of p * implies that the difference between the momentum of Λ and that of K + is large, also in the c.m. frame of the colliding pp-system. Hence, we expect large difference between x F (or p ⊥ ) of Λ and that of K + for large M ΛK . On the other hand, if x F is very large (say, larger than 0.5), the longitudinal momentum of Λ is very large. In this case, Λ carries already a very large part of the momentum of the whole system. According to energy-momentum conservation, the momentum of K + cannot be the same as that for Λ since the sum of them cannot exceed √ s/2. of the different features of the data for particle production in unpolarized reactions. We therefore expect that we should be able to obtain a reasonable description of the correlations between x F or p ⊥ and the invariant masses mentioned above. We generated 100,000 pp → 
where c 1 = −0.268 ± 0.003, c 2 = −0.338 ± 0.015, and c 3 = −4.5 ± 0.6, are constants determined by the data. Using this parameterization for P Λ (x F , p ⊥ ), we obtain P Λ as functions of M ΛK , M ΛKππ and M ΛKππππ shown in Fig.3 .
From Fig.3 , we see that, |P Λ | increases indeed with increasing M ΛK , M ΛKππ or M ΛKππππ .
This qualitative feature agrees with the data 12 . We see also that, the M ΛK dependence of P Λ agrees with the data even quantitatively. 16 This shows that the above mentioned kinematic effect together with the early observed x F and p ⊥ dependences of P Λ can already explain this M ΛK dependence. The qualitative features of P Λ as a function of M ΛKππ and that of M ΛKππππ agree also with the data. But, quantitatively, the increase of |P Λ | is too slow and is not enough to account for the observed M ΛKππ or M ΛKππππ dependence. In particular, |P Λ | seems too large near the threshold of M ΛKππ or M ΛKππππ . This means that other dynamic effects have to be introduced to account for this effect. This also implies that these dependences should be other independent tests for the different theoretical models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In summary, we made a kinematic analysis of the dependence of P Λ in pp → pΛK + π + π − π + π − on the invariant masses of the produced ΛK + , ΛK + π + π − and
We showed that there is a correlation between these invariant masses and x F or p ⊥ of Λ. This correlation gives already a reasonable explanation of the increase of |P Λ | with increasing M ΛK but not that with increasing M ΛKππ or M ΛKππππ .
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GeV (see [17] ) and similar increase of |P Λ | with M ΛK has also been reported. Clearly, the same kinematic effect as we discussed above for pp → pΛK + π + π − π + π − exists also here, i.e., the x F and p ⊥ for Λ in this process increase also with increasing M ΛK . Together with the x F dependence of P Λ observed in pp → ΛX, this effect leads to an increase of |P Λ | with M ΛK , which agree qualitatively with the data. It would be interesting also to extend our quantitative estimations to this process to see if the observed M ΛK dependence of P Λ can also be attributed to such effect. This is unfortunately impossible at present, since the x F values reached in the R608 experiment can be as large as 0.96 which is far beyond the x F region where we have data for P Λ in pp → ΛX.
It is unclear whether the parameterization of P Λ as a function of x F and p ⊥ given in Eq. (2) is still valid for such large x F and this parameterization plays an essential role in our estimation. Hence, presently we can only conclude that, there is definitely contribution from the above-mentioned kinematic effect to the M ΛK dependence of P Λ in that diffractive process, but we cannot say whether this contribution can already account for the increase observed in the experiment. 
